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Correlations in high-harmonic
generation of matter-wave jets revealed
by pattern recognition
Lei Feng*, Jiazhong Hu*, Logan W. Clark, Cheng Chin

Correlations in interacting many-body systems are key to the study of quantum matter.
The complexity of the correlations typically grows quickly as the system evolves and thus
presents a challenge for experimental characterization and intuitive understanding. In a
strongly driven Bose-Einstein condensate, we observe the high-harmonic generation of
matter-wave jets with complex correlations as a result of bosonic stimulation. Based on a
pattern recognition scheme, we identify a pattern of correlations that reveals the underlying
secondary scattering processes and higher-order correlations.We show that pattern
recognition offers a versatile strategy to visualize and analyze the quantum dynamics of
a many-body system.

H
igh-harmonic generation is an elegant phe-
nomenon in nonlinear optics inwhich pho-
ton populations are transferred to specific
excitedmodes; it enablesmodern applica-
tions such as x-ray sources (1), attosecond

spectroscopy (2, 3), and frequency combs (4, 5).
The generation of high harmonics relies on strong
coherent driving and the nonlinearity of the cou-
pling between photons and particles (6).
In atom optics, the matter-wave analog of

optics, nonlinearity stems from atomic inter-
actions (7, 8). Thematter-wave versions of lasers
(9–12), superradiance (13–15), four-wave mixing
(16, 17), Faraday instability (18, 19), and spin-
squeezing (20, 21) havemademanifest the quan-
tum coherence of matter waves. In particular,
a sufficiently strong photon-atom scattering
can generate high harmonics of matter waves in
superradiant Bose-Einstein condensates (13, 15).
Moreover, related experiments on splitting and
interfering a condensate (22, 23) have demon-
strated and characterized high-order correlations
(24–26), akin to homodyne detectionwith lasers.
Beyond analogies to quantum optics, the manip-
ulation of coherent matter waves can also offer
a platform to simulate large-scale (27–29) and
high-energy physics (30).
In this work, we demonstrate high-harmonic

generation of matter waves by strongly modulat-
ing the interactions between atoms in a Bose
condensate. Matter waves emerging from the
driven condensates form jet-like emission (Bose
fireworks) as a consequence of inelastic collisions
between atoms (31, 32). Above a threshold in the
driving amplitude, bosonic stimulation causes a
quantized spectrum of the matter wave. The tem-

poral evolution of the atomic population in the
quantized modes suggests a hierarchy of the
atomic emission process. By applying a pattern
recognition algorithm (33, 34), we identify in-
triguing second- and higher-order correlations of
emitted atoms that are not obvious from indi-
vidual experiments. Our machine-learning strat-

egy may prove useful for analyzing other complex
dynamical systems.
The experiment starts with Bose-Einstein

condensates of 60,000 cesium atoms loaded
into a uniform disk-shaped trap with a radius of
7 mm, a barrier height of h × 300 Hz in the hori-
zontal direction, andharmonic trapping frequency
of 220 Hz in the vertical direction (31), where h =
2pħ is the Planck constant. The interaction be-
tween atoms, characterized by the s-wave scat-
tering length a, can be tuned near a Feshbach
resonance by varying the magnetic field (35).
After the preparation, we oscillate the scatter-

ing length as a(t) = adc + aacsin(wt) as a function of
time t for a short duration of t = 5mswith a small
dc value adc = 3a0 and a tunable amplitude aac at
frequency w = 2p × 2 kHz. Here, a0 is the Bohr
radius. We then perform either in situ imaging
or time-of-flight measurement on the sample. At
a modulation amplitude aac = 25a0, we see the
emission of matter-wave jets with each atom
emitted at a kinetic energy of ħw/2, as evidenced
by the velocity with which they leave the sample
(31).The angles of the emitted jets vary randomly
from shot to shot, resulting in a single isotropic
ring of atoms after averaging images over many
trials (Fig. 1C). At a larger amplitude aac = 45a0,
multiple rings form, labeled as rings 1, 2, and 4
(Fig. 1D). Atoms in each ring have a quantized
kinetic energy of Ej = jħw/2 = jħ2kf2/2mwith the
ring number j = 1, 2, and 4, wherekf ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mw=ℏ

p
is the characteristic wave number of the jets and
m is the atomic mass.
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Fig. 1. The first and
high-harmonic
generation of
matter-wave jets in
driven condensates.
(A and B) The
dispersion relation
between energy E
and momentum
ħk = ħ(kx, ky)
in the dressed-state
picture. (C) The
average in situ image
of emitted atoms at
a small modulation
amplitude aac = 25a0.
The emission pattern
displays a single
ring (highlighted by
the black dashed
circle), indicating the
generation of matter-
wave jets with
momentum kf.
(D) Two more rings
(orange and green) in
the average image
at a larger modulation
amplitude aac = 45a0.
Atoms in these three rings have quantized kinetic energies of ħw/2, ħw, and 2ħw, respectively.
The in situ images are taken at 21 ms after the beginning of the modulation.
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To describe atoms with oscillating scattering
length, we write down the Hamiltonian of the
system (36) as

H ¼
X
k

eka
†
kak þ ℏwb†b þ

X
k1 ;k2 ;Dk

Aa†k1þDka
†
k2�Dkak1ak2bþ h:c:

� �
ð1Þ

where ek = ħ2k2/2m is the kinetic energy of free
atoms, ak (ak

†) is the annihilation (creation) op-
erator of an atom with momentum ħk, b (b†) is
the annihilation (creation) operator of photon
with an energy of ħw associated with the mag-
netic fieldmodulation,A is the coupling strength

between atoms and the field, and h.c. is the
Hermitian conjugate. The resonant terms that
satisfy energy conservation,

ek1þDk þ ek2�Dk ¼ ek1 þ ek2Tℏw ð2Þ

describe the dominant collision processes. The
momentum and recoil energy of the photon in
our experiment are negligible.
The Hamiltonian describes a five-wave mixing

process in which, by absorbing or emitting one
photon, an atom pair increases or decreases its
total kinetic energy by an energy quantum ħw,
see Fig. 1, A and B. Here, the phase of the driving
field is imprinted to the scattering atoms, distinct
from four-wavemixing following a separate pump

(36). Based merely on the conservation of energy
andmomentum, the five-wavemixing canproduce
atoms in a continuous spectrum of energy states.
However, given bosonic stimulation, we expect a
quantized energy spectrumof the emitted atoms.
Starting with the condensate, the collisions first
excite atoms to ring 1. As the population in ring
1 builds up, atoms can be further promoted to
higher momentum modes through the matter-
wave mixing of the condensate and the atoms
in ring 1. Because of bosonic stimulation, such a
process is dominated by scattering involving three
macroscopically occupied modes and the fourth
unoccupiedmode with higher energy. Therefore,
a hierarchy of stimulated collisions is expected.
From energy conservation Eq. 2, atoms in the
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Fig. 2. The atomic population growth in multi-
ple rings. (A) A snapshot of the population dis-
tribution in momentum space measured by the
focused time-of-flight imaging t = 6 ms after
the modulation starts. The cyan curve is a fit to the
experimental data for k/kf > 0.85 using a com-
bination of four Gaussians. The vertical dashed
lines indicate centers of the Gaussians, fixed at

k/kf = 1 (black),
ffiffiffi
2

p
(orange),

ffiffiffi
3

p
(gray), and 2

(green), respectively. (B) Extracted atom number
in each ring as a function of modulation time t.The
atom number in ring 1 (black) is scaled by a factor
of ½. Populations in rings 2 (orange), 3 (gray), and
4 (green) start growing after ring 1 is substantially
populated.The inset shows the atom number in
rings 2, 3, and 4 as a function of the atomnumber in
ring 1 on a log-log scale.The solid lines are the
power-law fits to the data with the exponent fixed to
2.The error bars represent one standard error.

Fig. 3. Pattern recognition and microscopic interpretation. (A) Examples from a dataset of
209 raw images (top row).The bottom row shows the corresponding rotated images that maximize
the angular variance of the mean image. (B) The average of all 209 images after individual rotations,
showing the resulting patternF. Besides the bright center spot corresponding to the remnant condensate,
10 more distinct spots emerge in an angular-uniform background: four in ring 1 at a = 0°, 90°, 180°, and
270°; four in ring 2 at a = 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°; and two in ring 4 at a = 0° and 180°. (C) Angular density
distributions in rings 1, 2, and 4 extracted from the pattern; the 10 bright spots from (B) show up as
peaks in the distributions. (D to F) Illustrations of microscopic processes that are responsible for the
peaks.The purple balls indicate atoms in the condensate.The black, orange, and green balls represent
atoms in rings 1, 2, and 4 with momentums of kf,

ffiffiffi
2

p
kf , and 2kf, respectively.
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fourth mode acquire discrete energies Ej = jħw/2
with j = 2, 3, 4,…, analogous to the photon spec-
tra from high-harmonic generation.
To verify this picture, we inspect the evolution

of the atomic population in each ring using time-
of-flight imaging (29, 36). Figure 2A shows an
example of themomentumdistribution aftermod-
ulating the scattering length for t = 5 ms. Besides
thedistinct peaks at jkj ¼ kf ,

ffiffiffi
2

p
kf , and2kf , which

are apparent from in situ images (Fig. 1), we also
detect amuchweaker peak at jkj ¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

kf (ring 3).
We fit the density distribution using a combination

of four Gaussians with fixed central positions and
widths to extract the population Nj in ring j (36).
Populations in all four rings initially show a fast

exponential growth and then gradually saturate
(Fig. 2B). The population growths of rings 2, 3,
and 4 are delayed with respect to that of ring 1.
Furthermore, we observe that the populations in
higher-order rings are proportional to the square
of the population in ring 1,Njº N1

2 with j = 2, 3,
and 4 (inset of Fig. 2B). Because the population
grows exponentially, this relation is equivalent to
N

�

jºN2
1 , which suggests that the production of

atoms in these rings involves twomodes in ring 1,
in agreement with ourmodel (36). We thus consid-
er these processes as secondary collisions that occur
after ring 1 is populated by primary collisions.
Beyond the population growth, emissions from

secondary collisions display a wealth of intriguing
angular structures (Fig. 3A) that are not obvious
from the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 or the average
image. To investigate these structures, we use a
pattern-recognition algorithm based on unsuper-
vised machine learning. We collect and analyze
209 independent images taken under the same
conditions as those in Fig. 1B. We rotate each
image by an angle around the center of the con-
densate iteratively until the angular variance of
the mean image is maximized (36).
An analysis of the mean image shows a robust

and intriguing pattern F in the jet emission, con-
tainingmultiple distinct spots at nonzeromomenta
on top of angularly uniform rings 1, 2, and 4
(Fig. 3B). These spots arise from a characteristic
arrangement of jets that repeatedly appears
across many images. Because the condensate has
rotational symmetry, instances of this arrange-
ment are randomly oriented in each trial, but the
strongest instance in each image is identified
andalignedby our algorithm. Tobetter characterize
these features, we extract the mean angular den-
sity �njðaÞ for each ring, with a being the relative
angle to the brightest spot in ring 1 (Fig. 3C). In this
way, we convert the pattern into a series of angular
density plotswith a flat backgroundandclear peaks
representing the spots. This flat background arises
from averaging theweaker jets, whose orientations
are uncorrelatedwith the patternF. Becausewe ob-
serve no discernible features from ring 3, in the fol-
lowing we focus on those from rings 1, 2, and 4.
Excluding the uniform background, we find

that the concurrence of multiple spots in the pat-
tern points to particular scattering processes pop-
ulating the corresponding momentummodes. As
the first example, two strong peaks in ring 1 (a =
0° and 180°) come from primary collisions of
two condensate atoms, which absorb one energy
quantum and are scattered into opposite direc-
tions with momentum ±ħkf, shown in Fig. 3D.
Following the primary collisions, which are

equally likely to emit back-to-back pairs of jets
in any direction, strongly stimulated secondary
collisions occur that preferentially emit jets in
particular directions relative to the primary jets.
Although there are many secondary collision pro-
cesses that satisfy energy and momentum con-
servation, a small number of them involving three
macroscopically occupied modes dominate over
others. This is a result of bosonic stimulation,
which enhances the rate of scattering processes
involving highly occupied modes. The appear-
ance of discrete secondary jets is analogous to
optical parametric amplification in a nonlinear
medium. These dominant secondary collisions
induce eight additional peaks in total among the
three rings in the pattern. The four peaks in ring
2 (at a = 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°) and two peaks
in ring 1 (at a = 90° and 270°) arise from the col-
lisions between an atom from ring 1 and another
atom from the condensate. One example of such
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Fig. 4. Second-, third- and eighth-order correlations of emitted matter-wave jets. (A) All

second-order correlation functions gð2Þij ðfÞ within and between rings. (B) Third-order correlations

gð3Þ124ðf12; f14Þ and the connected part ~gð3Þ124ðf12; f14Þ (center and right panels). Here, f12 (f14) are the
relative angles between atoms in rings 1 and 2 (4), shown on the left. The extended weak correlations

across the peaks in ~gð3Þ124ðf12; f14Þ indicate a relation between small angular deviations df12 = 2df14
(see the white-dashed line in the right panel as an example). (C) Eighth-order connected correlation

function ~gð8Þðf1; :::; f7Þ (36).We choose a primary jet direction in ring 1 as the reference and show
the connected correlation as a function of seven angles relative to the locations of seven bright spots in
pattern F: one in ring 1 (at 180°; black), four in ring 2 (at 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°; orange), and two in
ring 4 (at 0° and 180°; green).The correlation is shown on seven vertical planes.Within each plane, only one

of the seven angles is varied.The connected ~gð8Þ reaches 12 and decays rapidly to zero as the angles
increase, suggesting a peak in the seven-dimensional space. Solid lines are spline fits to guide the eye.
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a collision is illustrated in Fig. 3E, in which a pair
of atoms populate two specific modes at a =
45° in ring 2 and at a = 270° in ring 1 by absorb-
ing one photon. This collision process is highly
stimulated because it involves three atoms from
modes that are alreadymacroscopically occupied;
one atom comes from the condensate, and two
atoms come from jets produced in primary col-
lisions. Another highly stimulated secondary col-
lision process, shown in Fig. 3F, can explain the
origin of the two peaks in ring 4. Here, two co-
propagating atoms from ring 1 collide; one atom
is promoted to ring 4, and the other returns to the
condensate. For a detailed comparison of these
processes to other possible secondary collisions,
see (36).
To further support the dominant microscopic

collision processes implied by the pattern F, we
calculate the second-order correlation function
gð2Þij ðfÞ between momentummodes in rings i and
j, namely,

gð2Þij ðfÞ ¼ hniðqÞ½njðqþ fÞ �

dijdðfÞ�ihniðqÞihnjðqþ fÞi ð3Þ

Where ni(q) is the angular density in ring i at
angle q, dij is the Kronecker delta, and d(f) is the
Dirac delta function. The angle brackets corre-
spond to angular averaging over q, followed by
ensemble averaging over raw images.
All of the second-order correlations involving

momenta on the dominant rings display multiple
peaks (Fig. 4A). The results are fully consistent
with the spots in the patternF and the collision-
al processes that we identify. In particular, we can
associate all the peaks in gð2Þ22 and gð2Þ12 with the
process shown in Fig. 3E, in which jets in ring 2
are created at ±45° relative to the primary jets.
The peaks in gð2Þ44 and gð2Þ14 are associated with the
process in Fig. 3F, in which jets are created along
the direction of the primary jets.
We also find four peaks in the cross-correlation

between rings 2 and 4. To the best of our knowl-
edge, these correlations cannot come directly
from a single secondary collision process. Instead,
they could result from the concurrence of two
secondary collision processes. Such correlation
develops because both processes involve the same
macroscopically occupied modes in ring 1 and
the condensate.
We further investigate such indirect correlation

by calculating the third-order correlation function
gð3Þ124ðf12; f14Þ between rings 1, 2, and 4 (Fig. 4B,
center), where fij is the relative angle between

emitted atoms in rings i and j (Fig. 4B, left). To
remove contributions from the lower-order corre-
lations, we evaluate the connected correlation
function ~gð3Þ defined as (26, 36)

~gð3Þ124 ¼ gð3Þ124 � gð2Þ12 ðf12Þ � gð2Þ14 ðf14Þ �

gð2Þ24 ðf24Þ þ 2 ð4Þ

The results are shown in Fig. 4B (right).
The distinct peaks in the connected third-order

correlation reveal genuine bunching of the pop-
ulation fluctuations at specific angles in all three
rings. In addition, we observe extended weak
correlations along lines across the peaks, which
relate the angular deviations df12 ≈ 2df14 (Fig.
4B). We attribute such weak correlations to a
Raman-like collision process that couples these
three momentum modes by absorbing two en-
ergy quanta from the modulation field (36).
Beyond third-order correlations, high-harmonic

generation can induce even higher-order cor-
relations. An example shown in Fig. 4C is the
connected eighth-order correlation. Plotted in
the seven-dimensional space spanned by the
angular deviations, a prominent peak appears
when the angles match the bright spots in our
pattern F.
Our experiment shows that bosonic stimulation

in a driven system can connect different momen-
tummodes in a coherent manner. Although there
are other ways to generate high harmonics of
matter waves, such as atom-photon superradiance
(13, 15) or strong Bragg scattering (37), our system
is unique in the formation of symmetry-breaking
correlations between harmonics by stimulated
scattering of matter waves. Our observations in-
troduce a path toward preparing highly correlated
systems for applications in quantum simulation
and quantum information. In addition, the imple-
mentation of pattern recognition can inspire
further applications ofmachine learning to under-
stand complex dynamics of quantum systems.
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